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Abstract – The isotropic simplified spherical harmonics (SP3) method is employed to cast the neutron
transport equation into a coupled set of two equations each of which shares identical mathematical form
with the neutron diffusion equation. An exponential function expansion nodal (EFEN) method is presented
for an arbitrary triangular grid and implemented to solve the coupled SP3 equations. The EFEN method
couples adjacent nodes by defining partial currents on each interface and expanding the detailed flux
distribution within each node into a sum of exponential functions to obtain a response matrix between the
incoming and outgoing partial currents and a neutron balance condition for each node to obtain the nodal
average flux. Numerical results demonstrate that both keff and power distributions agree well with other
codes. We find comparable accuracy in most situations, and the new method appears to be faster than the
other codes even in cases where EFEN requires a finer unstructured mesh.

I. INTRODUCTION

Some classes of reactor physics problem, such as
whole-core neutronics with only pin-cell homogeniza-
tion,1 are prohibitively expensive to solve using standard
SN or PN transport methods.2,3 At the same time, the use
of the diffusion approximation introduces unacceptably
large errors. Increasingly, the simplified spherical har-
monics method employing the SP3 approximation4 is em-
ployed as a reasonable compromise between accuracy
and computational effort to treat such problems. With
the angular variables treated with the SP3 approxima-
tion, the neutron transport equation can be reduced to a
set of two coupled equations sharing identical mathemat-
ical form with the neutron diffusion equation. Thus, in
theory, any diffusion numerical method is capable of solv-
ing the coupled SP3 equations.

Among numerous numerical methods for diffusion
equation solution, the nodal approach is frequently em-
ployed because of its performance advantages and supe-
rior accuracy.5,6 Many nodal diffusion methods have been
developed, such as the nodal expansion method7 ~NEM!,
the analytic nodal method8 ~ANM!, and the nodal Green’s

function method9 ~NGFM!, etc. However, most of these
are established for structured meshes. NEM, ANM, and
NGFM are for rectangular geometry, while the analytic
function expansion nodal ~AFEN! method is for hexag-
onal geometry10 or cylindrical geometry.11 In these the
cross sections are required to be uniform within each
node. Thus, if material interfaces do not follow the struc-
tured grid, additional approximations, which may lead to
substantial error, must be introduced.

To avoid such approximations, a two-dimensional
unstructured triangular nodal diffusion method, which
can treat both structured and unstructured geometries, is
presented in this paper. The exponential function expan-
sion nodal ~EFEN! method in arbitrary triangular mesh
couples the adjacent nodes by defining partial currents
on the interfaces. Nodal response matrices are obtained
between the outgoing and incoming partial currents by
expanding the detailed flux distribution within each node
into a sum of exponential functions and imposing neu-
tron balance between the nodal average flux, the source,
and the leakage.

Section II summarizes the isotropic SP3 method and
derives the EFEN method. Section III shows the numer-
ical results. Section IV contains conclusions and
discussion.*E-mail: caolz@mail.xjtu.edu.cn
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II. MODEL

II.A. Isotropic SP3 Method

In one-dimensional slab geometry, the multigroup neutron transport equation is

m
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with angular variables m � cos u, m'� cos u ', m0 � cos~u � u ' !, and u, u ' � @0, p# and with energy group indices ~g �
1, . . . ,G! wg , St, g , nSf, g , and xg representing the angular flux ~cm�2{s�1 !, macroscopic total cross section ~cm�1 !,
macroscopic neutron-generating cross sections ~cm�1 !, and fission neutron spectrum, respectively. Also,
Ss, g 'rg~m0 ! stands for the macroscopic scattering cross section ~cm�1 ! from angle u ' and group g ' to angle u and
group g. Finally, keff refers to the effective multiplication factor.

Applying the isotropic SP3 approximation,4 two coupled SP3 equations can be obtained:
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n � n’th order flux moment.

Note that the two coupled equations in Eq. ~2! have iden-
tical mathematical form with the neutron diffusion
equation:

�D{¹2c~ 5r! � Sc~ 5r! � S~ 5r! , ~3!

where 5r � ~x, y! stands for the spatial position vector.
Equation ~3! can be rewritten as

�¹2c~ 5r! � k2c~ 5r! � D�1S~ 5r! , ~4!

where k � MS0D.

II.B. EFEN Method for Unstructured
Triangular Mesh

All the unknowns needed for the solution of Eqs. ~3!
and ~4!, including the average source and flux inside
each node and the partial currents on each interface seg-
ment, are defined by Eqs. ~5!, ~6!, and ~7! in two-
dimensional geometry:

S � A�1�
VA

S~ 5r! ds , ~5!

f � A�1�
VA

c~ 5r! ds , ~6!

and

Jui
6 � lui

�1�
ui

@0.25{c~ 5r! 6 0.5

{^�D{¹c~ 5r!, 0gui &# ds , ~7!

where

VA , A � nodal domain and its area ~cm2 !

lui , 5gui � length ~cm! and unit vector in the outer
normal direction from the border u of seg-
ment i

^ 5a, 0b& � scalar product of vectors 5a and 0b,

and where 6 indicates the outgoing and incoming partial
currents.

II.B.1. Triangular Nodal Response Matrix

Equation ~4! is an inhomogeneous linear differential
equation. Suppose the source in each node is flat:

S~ 5r! � A�1�
VA

S~ 5r! ds � S . ~8!

Then, the particular solution of Eq. ~4! is

c~ 5r! � D�1k�2S � S�1S . ~9!

In two-dimensional Cartesian coordinates, the solution
of Eq. ~4! for the detailed flux distribution within each
node can be approximated in the following form10–13:

c~ 5r! � (
l�1,{{{, L

@Cl� e�k{^ 5el , 5r& � Cl� e�k{^ 5el , 5r& #

� S�1S, 5el � ~cos ul , sin ul ! , ul � @0, p! ,

~10!
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where

l, L � expansion order and total expansion order

Cl6 � undetermined coefficients.

We employ the local coordinate system for an arbitrary triangular node shown in Fig. 1. Here, L � 3 is selected
because partial currents on each border are divided into two segments leading to six incoming and six outgoing
currents per node available for determining the undetermined coefficients. Each border is divided into two segments,
which leads to two unknowns on each border and is equivalent to a linear approximation to the interface leakage. If
only one segment per spatial boundary is used, the outgoing partial current does not distinguish adequately between
the contributions from the incoming partial currents on the other two boundaries. Further increase of the segment
number can describe response properties more accurately but requires excessively complicated computation and
costs too many more computing resources.

Substituting Eq. ~10! with L � 3 into the definition of partial currents in Eq. ~7!, two linear algebraic systems in
terms of the six undetermined coefficients are obtained if k, n, and p are employed to represent the three borders and
the three expansion orders:
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Additionally, 5rbui and 5reui represent the anticlockwise be-
ginning and ending points of border segment ui; u �
k, n, p, v� k, n, p, and i � 1, 2.

After the undetermined coefficients vector is elimi-
nated, Eq. ~11! leads to a representation of the response
relationship between the incoming and outgoing partial
currents:

0J� � 0.25S�1S � M~ 0J� � 0.25S�1S! , ~12!

where the response matrix is

M � M� M�
�1 . ~13!

The characteristic directions 5el ~l � k, n, p! in Eq. ~10!
must not be 6 0gl ~l � k, n, p!; alternatively, matrix M�

becomes rank deficient and therefore not invertible. In
this work, the characteristic directions are selected ac-
cording to Eq. ~14! to insure that M� can be inverted:

u~ 5eu ! � 0.5@u~ 0gu ! � u~� 0gw !# ,

~u,v,w! � ~k, n, p! , ~14!

where u~ 5e! means the angle corresponding to the unit
vector 5e.

II.B.2. Triangular Nodal Balance Equation

Integrate Eq. ~3! term by term over an arbitrary tri-
angular node; the following nodal balance equation is
then obtained:

(
u�k, n, p

(
i�1, 2

lui ~Jui
� � Jui

�! � ASf � AS . ~15!

The three terms of Eq. ~15! from the left to the right
represent the leakage rate, the removal rate, and the pro-
duction rate, respectively.
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II.C. Triangular EFEN-SP3 Method

In principle the unstructured triangular EFEN method
can be combined with power iteration and Gauss-Seidel
algorithms to solve any equation that has the same form
as the neutron diffusion equation, including the coupled
pair of SP3 equations. Applying Eq. ~12! to Eq. ~2! leads
to Eqs. ~16! and ~17! for the partial current moments:

0Jg
0� �

Sg
0

4Sr, g

� Mg
0� 0Jg

0� �
Sg

0

4Sr, g
� ~16!

and

0Jg
2� �

Sg
2

4St, g

� Mg
2� 0Jg

2� �
Sg

2

4St, g
� . ~17!

To update the flux moments, apply Eq. ~15! to Eq. ~2! to
obtain

fg
2 �

Sg
2 � Lg

2

St, g

~18!

and

fg
0 �

Sg
0 � Lg

0

Sr, g

� 2fg
2 . ~19!

The source and leakage moments are

Sg
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respectively, and the total and fission source are given
by

Sg � (
g '�g

Ss, g 'rg fg '
0 �

xg

keff

F

and

F � (
g '

nSf, g 'fg '
0 .

Clearly, the nodal-SP1 ~diffusion! can be obtained
by simply setting the second-order moments equal to
zero.

II.D. Boundary Condition

For an outer boundary, an albedo b is defined as

wg~x0, m! � b{wg~x0,�m! , ~22!

where b � 1 and b � 0 are the reflective and vacuum
boundary conditions, respectively. Applying Marshak
boundary conditions1 to the SP3 approximation yields
the following representation:

�
~80 � 164B � 75B2 !J 0�

� ~80 � 4B � 75B2 !J 0� � 120BJ 2�

~80 � 164B � 75B2 !J 2�

� 24BJ 0� � ~80 � 4B � 75B2 !J 2�

,

B �
1 � b

1 � b
. ~23!

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Using the formulation presented in Sec. II, the SP3
approximated multigroup neutron transport equation can
be solved by the unstructured triangular EFEN-SP3
method in two-dimensional geometry. A solver named
EFEN has been developed using the following iteration
process.

1. Initialize keff , the flux moments, the partial cur-
rent moments, and the fission source.

2. Process the energy groups from the first one to
the last one in sequence:

a. Iterate the partial current moments in Eqs. ~16!,
~17!, and ~23! using four-color Gauss-Seidel
sweeps after determining the source moments
from Eq. ~21!.

b. In diffusion ~SP1!, update the flux moments
with Eq. ~19! after constructing the leakage
from the currents given by Eq. ~21!.

Fig. 1. Local coordinate system built for an arbitrary tri-
angular node.
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c. In transport ~SP3!, the flux moments are bal-
anced by Eqs. ~18! and ~19! within each par-
tial current sweep due to the contribution to
the source moments.

3. Reprocess the thermal groups as in step 2 if up-
scattering is present.

4. Update the fission source and keff . End if all the
convergence criteria have been satisfied; return to step 2
if they have not.

The VVER-440 diffusion benchmark14,15 is solved
to verify the EFEN method and the EFEN code for solv-
ing the neutron diffusion equation. The International
Atomic Energy Agency ~IAEA! light water reactor bench-
mark16 and an unstructured geometry problem have been
solved to test the EFEN code for solving the SP3 equa-
tions. In these calculations, convergence criteria con-
sisted of the following three criteria:

max
n�1, . . . , N
u�k, n, p

i�1, 2

� Jg, nui
~t ! � Jg, nui

~t�1!

Jg, nui
~t ! � � 10�4 , ~24!

max
n�1, . . . , N� fg, n

~t ! � fg, n
~t�1!

fg, n
~t ! � � 10�4 , ~25!

and

� keff
~t ! � keff

~t�1!

keff
~t ! � � 10�5 , ~26!

where

Jg, nui
~t ! � partial current of group g on the border seg-

ment ui of node n in the t’th iteration

fg, n
~t ! � scalar flux of group g and node n in the t’th

iteration

keff
~t ! � eigenvalue in the t’th iteration.

The codes employed in making numerical compari-
sons to the EFEN method, and their angular and spatial
treatments, are listed in Table I.

III.A. VVER-440 Diffusion Benchmark

The VVER-440 benchmark14,15 is a core problem
with hexagonal assemblies. The geometry is described
in Fig. 2, and cross sections are given in Table II,
while the numerical results are listed in Table III. The
reference given by a fine-mesh finite difference
code DIF3D-FD is an extrapolation from 600 and
800 triangles per hexagon.17 The results from the
codes HEXNOD23, SIXTUS-2, GTDIF-H1, GTDIF-H,
FEMHEX, and HEXZ, based on the hexagonal nodal
method, are obtained from Ref. 17. Code FEM2D is
based on the finite element method.18 The other results
including ANC-H are also based on the hexagonal nodal
method; the AFEN code is based on the AFEN method,
and ABFEM-T is based on triangular nodal method.13

Table III demonstrates that the triangular EFEN method
presented in this paper is feasible for solving the neutron

TABLE I

Summary List of the Codes*

Code Section Angular Treatment Spatial Treatment

DIF3D-FD III.A Diffusion Finite difference method
HEXNOD23 III.A Diffusion Hexagonal nodal method
SIXTUS-2 III.A Diffusion Hexagonal nodal method
GTDIF-H1 III.A Diffusion Hexagonal nodal method
GTDIF-H III.A Diffusion Hexagonal nodal method
FEMHEX III.A Diffusion Hexagonal nodal method
HEXZ III.A Diffusion Hexagonal nodal method
FEM2D III.A Diffusion Finite element method
ANC-H III.A Diffusion Hexagonal nodal method
AFEN III.A Diffusion Hexagonal nodal method
ABFEM-T III.A Diffusion Triangular nodal method
EFEN III.A Diffusion Triangular nodal method

EFEN III.B and III.C Transport SP3 Triangular nodal method
SURCU III.B Transport P3 Finite element method
FELICIT III.B Transport P3 Finite element method
TEPFEM III.B Transport P3 Finite element method
DOT4.2 III.B Transport S4 Finite difference method
DNTR III.B and III.C Transport S4 Triangular nodal method

*These summaries are for the results in this paper only.
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diffusion equation, while it requires a finer spatial mesh
when compared with the ordinary nodal methods.

There are two possible reasons for the finer mesh:
the flux expansion order L in Eq. ~10! and the flat source
approximation in Eq. ~8!. A comparison with the code
ABFEM-T ~Ref. 13! assists in making a judgment. Both
EFEN and ABFEM-T use a six-term exponential func-
tion expansion inside each node and a linear leakage on
each interface. ABFEM-T also expands the source within
each node into six terms, while EFEN utilizes a flat source
approximation. For ABFEM-T, no fine-mesh require-
ment has been observed. Thus, we conclude that the finer
mesh requirement in EFEN is caused by the flat source
approximation.

III.B. IAEA Light Water Reactor
Transport Benchmark

This is a one-group, five-region simulation to a
swimming-pool reactor, defined by Stepanek et al.,16 with

vacuum conditions on all boundaries. The geometry is
shown in Fig. 3, while the cross sections are in Table IV.
Table V gives a comparison of the results calculated by
different codes. In Table V, the reference codes are
SURCU ~Ref. 16!, FELICIT ~Ref. 19!, and TEPFEM
~Ref. 20! based on finite element method and the PN

method and DNTR ~Ref. 13! based on the triangular
nodal SN method ~S4 for the results shown here!. The
code TEPFEM uses a six-node triangular element with
4-cm side length and P3 approximation, while the code
DOT4.2 employs a 96 � 86 spatial mesh and S4 angular
approximation. The comparisons indicate that the accu-
racies of these codes are similar while EFEN requires
less computing time even though a much finer mesh is
required.

Both DNTR and EFEN employ fission source itera-
tion. The number of fission source iterations depends
primarily on the problem dominance ratio and not on the

Fig. 2. Geometry and material configuration of the VVER-
440 benchmark.

TABLE II

Cross Sections of the VVER-440 Benchmark

Material Group g
D g

~cm!
Sa

g

~cm�1 !
nSf

g

~cm�1 !
Ss

1�2

~cm�1 !

1 1 1.34660 8.3620 � 10�3 4.4488 � 10�3 1.6893 � 10�2

2 0.37169 6.4277 � 10�2 7.3753 � 10�2

2 1 1.33770 8.7970 � 10�3 5.5337 � 10�3 1.5912 � 10�2

2 0.36918 7.9361 � 10�2 1.0581 � 10�1

3 1 1.33220 9.4620 � 10�3 7.0391 � 10�3 1.4888 � 10�2

2 0.36502 1.0010 � 10�1 1.4964 � 10�1

4 1 1.19530 1.3372 � 10�2 0.0 2.2264 � 10�2

2 0.19313 1.3498 � 10�1 0.0

5 1 1.44850 9.2200 � 10�4 0.0 3.2262 � 10�2

2 0.25176 3.2839 � 10�2 0.0

Fig. 3. Geometry and material of the IAEA light water
reactor benchmark.
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method of discretization. Thus, the difference between
the two codes lies predominately in the space-angle dis-
cretization. In space, EFEN requires a much finer mesh
due to its flat source approximation. The faster running
time of EFEN most likely results primarily from the dif-
ferent treatment in angle: The S4 approximation em-
ployed by DNTR has 12 angular directions, while the
SP3 approximation in EFEN has only 2 angular moments.

III.C. Unstructured Geometry Transport
Problem

This problem is a transmutation of the IAEA light
water reactor benchmark.16 Figure 4 shows the geometry
and material configuration, while Fig. 5 shows the mesh
with 4014 triangular nodes. Vacuum boundary condi-
tions are applied to all the outer surfaces of the system.
Table VI gives the comparison of the results calculated
by DNTR and EFEN. Observe that the results from the
two codes agree well with each other while EFEN ex-

pends only about one-sixth of the computing time as
DNTR.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents an unstructured triangular nodal-
SP3 method and a solver named EFEN whose purpose
is to solve multigroup neutron transport problems in
unstructured geometry with higher accuracy than what
diffusion calculations can provide but with shorter com-
puting times than what is possible with standard trans-
port methods. Numerical results demonstrate that EFEN
can provide a similar accuracy while running about six
times faster with the same mesh as the triangular nodal-
SN -method code DNTR ~Ref. 13!; EFEN requires less

TABLE III

Numerical Results of the VVER-440 Benchmark

Solver Reference keff keff

Errork

~pcm!
Errorpmax

~%!

HEXNOD23

1.00970

1.01023 53 �1.23
SIXTUS-2 1.01013 43 �0.88
GTDIF-H1 1.01022 52 �1.20
GTDIF-H 1.00963 �7 0.48
FEMHEX 1.00965 �5 0.51
HEXZ 1.00974 4 0.82
FEM2D 1.01001 31 3.06
ANC-H 1.00999 29 0.82
AFEN 1.00993 23 1.25
ABFEM-T 1.00961 �9 0.61

EFEN 2446a 1.00922 �47 1.92
4667 1.00948 �22 0.82

aTotal number of triangular nodes.

TABLE IV

Cross Sections of the IAEA Light
Water Reactor Benchmark

Material
St

~cm�1 !
Ss

~cm�1 !
nSf

~cm�1 !

1 0.60 0.53 0.079
2 0.48 0.20 0.0
3 0.70 0.66 0.043
4 0.65 0.50 0.0
5 0.90 0.89 0.0

Fig. 4. Geometry and material of the unstructured geom-
etry problem.
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computing time even when a much finer mesh is re-
quired to compensate for the flat source approximation.
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